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Anima: Beyond Fantasy - Character Creation Walkthrough 

 

Chapter 0 – Introduction 

I’ve heard complaints that Celia, the sample character created in the rulebook, is not very 

complicated and not a helpful example if you want to create a more complex character. 

Celia is also an Acrobatic Warrior, which means her example completely leaves out the more difficult 

sections dealing with magic and psychic powers. 

Problems and questions on character creation are also the most common on the forums, so I guess 

there is enough reason to go through this again. 

And to make matters absolutely difficult, I’ll try going through the creation of a mixed-class 

character. Of all of these, the Wizard Mentalist is probably the hardest to do because it has almost 

no options to combine powers (like the Projection Modules for Warlocks and Warrior Mentalists). 

So we have a clear motive and a class, let’s go. 

 

Chapter I – Inspiration and Background 

When I create a new character, either as a player character or NPC, I usually start with a certain 

image or idea. 

If you are looking for a pure explanation/walkthrough on the rules, you can just ignore this section 

and move on to Chapter II. 

For this character, I found a great piece of art called Mask of Hatred by Asuka111 on DeviantArt. 

 

Looking at the image, I think about what kind of person this 

could be and how she would fit into the world of Anima. The 

stylistic hair and clothes, the mask and the elaborate make-up 

made me think of an actress, so this is what she will be. 

The mask is a good analogy; she has supernatural powers, but 

she needs to hide them because of the general social stigma. 

These thoughts already influence the creation process later: I’ll 

need something to help me develop her secondary abilities, 

which is usually hard to do for mixed classes. Her other powers 

will also revolve around the acting concept: I’ll want something 

flashy for effects (several magical paths come to mind) and 

something that allows her to influence her audience (The psychic 

discipline Sentience will work perfectly for this). 
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This is not the time and place to fully develop the character’s backstory, but we do need a name. For 

now, let’s call her Martine. 

From here on it’s up to the rules to help me evolve my concept into something that works. 

 

Chapter II – Characteristics and Basic Stats 

I decided to use Method 5 from the Game Master Screen booklet, with a 60 point spending limit for 

characteristic generation. 

This means that we have 60 points to divide among the eight characteristics. They can’t be lower 

than 4 and to raise a characteristic from 9 to 10 costs 2 points. 

For Martine the Wizard Mentalist, we need several characteristics. Power, Willpower and Intelligence 

are important for both Magic and Psychic powers and Dexterity influences both Magic and Psychic 

Projection, which are probably the costliest Primary Abilities of a Wizard Mentalist. 

On the other hand, Strength and Constitution are less useful. We don’t want Martine to fight in 

hand-to-hand combat anyway. Perception and Agility can be very useful, but we’ll have to make 

compromises to keep our important characteristics high enough. 

In the end, I ended up with the following distribution shown in Table A below. I also already included 

the modifiers these characteristics apply to abilities depending on them. 

Characteristic Score Modifier 

STR 5 +0 

DEX 9 +10 

AGI 6 +5 

CON 5 +0 

INT 9 +10 

POW 10 +15 

WP 9 +10 

PER 6 +5 

Table A 

Keep in mind that a 60 point distribution limit for characteristic generation results in very powerful 

and absolutely exceptional individuals. Martine will be very powerful at what she does and has no 

real deficiency in any characteristic. 

Now we take a look at Martine’s physical abilities: Movement Value, Fatigue, Base Life Points, Base 

Initiative, Regeneration and resistances. 

Movement Value and Fatigue are easy, because they depend directly on AGI and CON, respectively: 

For Martine, this means she has a Movement Value of 6 and Fatigue of 5. 

Life Points also depend on CON. We take a look on Table 4 on page 15 of the Core Rulebook and find 

out that her CON of 5 gives Martine 70 Base Life Points to which we add the class bonus of the 

Wizard Mentalist, which is 5. For now, Martine has 75 Base Life Points. 
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The normal Initiative of a normal character is always 20. To this we add or substract the modifiers of 

DEX and AGI and any bonus to Initiative we might get from our class. Finally, unarmed characters also 

get another bonus of 20. 

For Martine we have: Base 20 + 5 (AGI) + 10 (DEX) + 5 (Class) = 40 Base Initiative. If she remains 

unarmed, she has 60 Base Initiative. 

The rulebook deals with Regeneration later, we will get it out of the way right now. Thanks to Table 

19 on page 53 in the rulebook, we find out that a CON of 5 results in a Regeneration Level of 1. 

Resistances are a bit trickier. They depend on a character’s base presence and several characteristics. 

As she is a level 1 character, Martine has a base presence of 30 to which we add or subtract the 

relevant modifiers. Table B displays how I calculated her resistances. Don’t worry about the “other 

Modifiers” now; we will deal with them later. 

Resistance Char. Mod. other Modifiers Final 

Disease CON +0  30 DR 

Magic POW +15 +10 (The Gift) 55 MR 

Physical CON +0 Halved (Physical Weakness) 15 PhR 

Venom CON +0  30 VR 

Psychic WP +10  40 PsR 

Table B 

Now that these important abilities and scores are done, we take a look at the Secondary 

Characteristics, Appearance and Size. 

Size depends on STR and CON, which are simply added together. If a player wishes so, they may 

reduce Size by 1 for a female character. This means that Martine has a Size value of 9. Looking at 

Table 3 on page 10 of the rulebook, I decide to have her stand at 4’4’’. 

Appearance can either be rolled or just picked. Going from the artwork I chose for Martine, I simply 

pick an Appearance score of 7. 

 Appearance is subject to personal opinion and some players might see it as arbitrary. Pick or roll 

whatever you like, unless you have an extreme score (9+ or less than 4) it will probably not make that 

much of a difference. 

 

Chapter III: Advantages and Disadvantages 

I made this a separate chapter because for me, characters are defined by advantages and 

disadvantages as much as they are by their characteristics or abilities. 

A normal character has 3 Creation Points (CP) to spend on advantages. In addition he or she can 

acquire up to 3 disadvantages to give them additional CP. 

Note that these 3 disadvantages can give more than 3 CP. For example, choosing Blind, Serious Illness 

and Deep Sleeper would give you 5 additional CP to spend on advantages. It would also make your 

character useless while sleeping and shortly after waking up, blind and dead after a maximum of 6 

months. Not a good combination. 
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For Martine, we need our very limited Creation Points for several things. In Chapter I, I decided that 

she is an actress. As we won’t have many points to spend on secondary abilities, I want an advantage 

that can help me here. 

I chose Aptitude in a Field (Creative), which will lower the cost of developing Secondary Abilities of 

the Creative Field from 2 to 1, but is also very costly at 2 CP. 

She also needs the advantage The Gift to be able to use her magical abilities, which costs another 2 

CP. The Gift also increases Magic Resistance by +10, which we already included in the previous 

chapter. 

For Psychic Powers, we have two options: Access to One Psychic Discipline (1CP) or Access to All 

Psychic Disciplines (2CP). 

I decided to compromise, so I only took Access to One Psychic Discipline (Sentience) for 1 CP, which 

gives me access to the discipline Sentience and the Matrix Powers, but nothing else. Once I invest 

points in Sentience, the other disciplines will be blocked. 

These advantages already cost 5 CP, which sets me at -2 CP overall. 

To balance this, I will need 2 CP worth of Disadvantages. 

When I chose Martine’s characteristics, I left her physical characteristics comparatively low. To 

reinforce this physical weakness, I chose the Disadvantages Physical Weakness (1CP) and Vulnerable 

to Pain (1CP). The former halves her Physical Resistance (as shown in Chapter II) and the latter 

doubles any penalties caused by any sort of pain. 

Martine now has a very severe physical weakness. She will quickly fall apart when she is hurt and she 

will die much easier than other characters. 

I could call it quits here and leave these as they are. But I’m not done yet. On one hand, I want to 

show how the different categories of Advantages and Disadvantages work; on the other hand I want 

to enhance Martine’s psychic powers a bit. 

Alongside the normal advantages are Magical and Psychic Advantages and Disadvantages. The book 

Gaia Vol. 1 also adds the Social category, but we won’t need it for this character. 

To continue, I chose the Psychic Disadvantage Psychic Consumption. This not only adds to the 

physical frailty of Martine, it also gives me 2 more CP. Unlike the previous disadvantages, these 2 CP 

come from a Psychic Disadvantage and can only be used to acquire advantages from the category of 

Psychic Advantages. 

With these 2 CP, I acquire the Psychic Advantage Psychic Inclination (2CP). This makes powers from 

one discipline automatically better. As Martine only uses one Psychic Discipline anyway, this is a 

welcome advantage. 

I end up with the following, displayed in Table C. 
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Adv./Disadv. CP 

Aptitude in a Field (Creative) -2 

The Gift -2 

Access to One Psychic Discipline (Sentience) -1 

Physical Weakness +1 

Vulnerable to Pain +1 

Psychic Consumption +2 

Psychic Inclination -2 

CP Balance 0 

Table C 

 

Chapter IV – DP Spending 

Martine is a Level 1 Character, which means that she has 600 Development Points (DP) to spend on 

her different abilities. 

Before we start with the different categories, let us take a look at the Wizard Mentalist class and the 

spending costs and limits (Page 40 in the rulebook). 

I will need to spend points in the Supernatural Abilities, Psychic Abilities and Secondary Abilities. 

The limit for the first two is 50%, which means that I can invest a maximum of 300 of my 600 DP in 

any of these categories. 

However, if I invested 300 DP in both Supernatural and Psychic Abilities, I would have no points left 

for Secondary Abilities! Because of this, I will aim to spend an equal amount of DP in all three 

categories, so I will have 200 DP each. 

Supernatural Abilities 

I will start with the Supernatural Abilities. To successfully cast spells, a character needs Magic 

Projection to cast and aim them, Zeon to fuel them and Magic Accumulation (MA) to accumulate 

and regenerate Zeon. You can find the mathematics of this section in Table D below. 

As Magic Projection is a Primary Ability, it starts at 0. The development cost of Magic Projection for a 

Wizard Mentalist is 2, which means that 2 Development Points will give the character 1 point. I 

choose to spend 70 DP in Magic Projection for Martine, which gives me a score of 35. In addition, 

Magic Projection depends on the DEX characteristic, which means I have to add or subtract the DEX 

modifier of Martine (+10), which results in a Magic Projection of 45. 

To make matters even more confusing, I want Martine to be better at defensive spells than in 

offensive spells. For this, I will add an offensive imbalance of -20 to her Magic Projection. This means 

that she will use a Magic Projection of 65 for defensive spells and 25 for offensive spells.  

Zeon is like Mana in other games. It is the reserve Wizards cast their spells from. Base Zeon is 

determined by a character’s POW score, as shown in Table 52 on page 109 in the rulebook. Martine 

has a POW of 10, which gives me a solid 135 Base Zeon. 5 points of Zeon cost a Wizard Mentalist 1 

DP. To save them for later, I only use 30 DP for Zeon, which gives me an additional 150 points. Finally, 

I add any class bonus to Zeon Martine might get. A Wizard Mentalist gets 100 additional Zeon points 

per level. Adding this together, Martine has 385 Zeon points to use on spells. 
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Now I still have 100 DP, which I will spend on Martine’s Magic Accumulation. MA is used to gather 

Zeon points for use on spells and outside of combat it defines how fast Zeon is regenerated. Basic 

MA is again based on POW, as shown in Table 53 on page 109 in the rulebook. Martine’s base MA is 

10 and the cost for a multiple is 50 DP. With the remaining 100 DP, I can buy 2 multiples, resulting in 

a base MA of 30. 

In addition, I will also calculate the Magic Path levels of Martine. Magic Level is related to INT. 

Martine’s INT of 9 gives her a base Magic Level of 40, that I will invest solely in the Darkness path. 

This will give Martine access to the first 20 spells in the Book of Darkness and another 4 Free Access 

Spells. 

The other Supernatural Abilities Summon, Control, Bind and Banish are mostly interesting to 

Summoners, so I ignore them for Martine. 

 

Ability Score (DP) Modifier add. Bonus Base Ability 

Magic Projection 35 (70DP) +10 DEX -20 imbalance 65/25 Def/Off 

Zeon 150(30DP) +135 POW +100 Class 385 

Magic Accumulation 2 multiples (100DP) 10 base POW  30 
Table D 

 

Psychic Abilities 

To use Psychic Abilities requires several things. Most important are Psychic Potential, Psychic Points 

(PP) and Psychic Projection. The numbers for this section are shown in Tables E and F. 

Psychic Projection is similar to Magic Projection. It is used to attack and defend with psychic powers. 

Like Magic Projection, it depends on a character’s DEX characteristic. This means Martine’s base 

Psychic Projection is 10. In addition, I invest another 110 DP at a cost of 2, which gives me another 55 

points. Martine’s Psychic Projection is now 65. 

The remaining 90 DP will buy me 9 Psychic Points. As Martine is a level 1 character, I get another 1. 

These 10 Psychic Points can be used for several things. What you can do with PP is explained in the 

rulebook and is summarized in Box XII on page 195. 

Alongside Psychic Projection, Martine will need Psychic Potential, which measures her ability to use 

and focus her psychic powers. Psychic Potential is dependent on WP. If I check Table 65 on page 193 

in the rulebook, I see that Martine’s WP of 9 gives her a Psychic Potential of +50. I’m not sure if that 

is enough, so I’ll use some PP to increase it. Table 67 on page 194 in the rulebook tells me that to 

raise Psychic Potential by +20 costs 3 PP. Martine’s Psychic Potential is now 70 and she has 7 free PP 

left. 

I also want an Innate Slot for 2 PP so Martine can maintain one of her powers, leaving me with 5 free 

PP. 

As mentioned in Chapter I, Martine will learn powers from the discipline Sentience. Access to the 

discipline costs 1 PP and each power I want her to learn another 1. After spending the 1 PP to access 
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Sentience, I use another 3 to acquire the powers Intensify Feelings, Detect Feelings and Create 

Feelings. 

I could keep the 1 PP that remains to use when I need it (as shown in Box XII on page 195 in the 

rulebook) but I want Martine to have another power from the Matrix powers: Destroy Matrices. I 

won’t need to unlock this discipline separately, so I only need to spend 1 PP to learn the power. 

Ability Score (DP) Modifier add. Bonus Base Ability 

Psychic Projection 55 (110DP) +10 DEX  65 

Psychic Points 9 (90DP)  + 1 class 10 

Psychic Potential +20 (3PP) +50 WP  70 
Table E 

Ability PP cost 

Psychic Potential +20 3 

Innate Slot 2 

Discipline Sentience 1 

Powers  

Intensify Feelings 1 

Detect Feelings 1 

Create Feelings 1 

Destroy Matrices 1 

Free PP 0 
Table F 

 

Secondary Abilities 

I have now spent 200 DP on Magic Abilities and 200 DP on Psychic Abilities. The remaining 200 will go 

towards Secondary Abilities. 

To me, Secondary Abilities tell you a lot more about a character than their Primary Abilities. This is 

what the character does for a living, what they learned growing up, what skills they have besides 

combat and the supernatural. 

Before I start, I think about the abilities Martine should have. Notice and Search represent opening 

your eyes and looking for things. When we look at or for things in real life, a character in Anima 

would make an Easy or Routine check. Only a very flustered or permanently pre-occupied person 

would not have a few points here. Magic Appraisal and Occult are two abilities most magic users 

have. And considering her profession as an actress, Martine should probably have some knowledge 

in Music, Dance, Style, Art (Make-Up art at least), Sleight of Hand and Composure. 

The costs for these abilities are listed in the character description of the Wizard Mentalist in the 

rulebook. Thanks to the Advantage Aptitude in a Field, the cost of Martine’s Creative abilities is 

reduced from 2 to 1. 

Now off to the distribution. You can see all the details in Table G below. 
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Ability Cost Score (DP) Modifier add. Bonus Base Ability 

Style 2 10 (20) +15 POW +15 Natural 40 

Notice 2 5 (10) +5 PER  10 

Search 2 5 (10) +5 PER  10 

Art 1 20 (20) +15 POW  45 

Dance 1 40 (40) +5 AGI  45 

Music 1 30 (30) +15 POW +40 (specialized) 45 (85 Singing) 

Sleight of Hand 1 5 (5) +10 DEX  15 

Magic Appraisal 2 5 (10) +15 POW +10 Class 30 

Memorize 2 10 (20) +10 INT  20 

Occult 2 10 (20) +10 INT +5 Class 25 

Composure 3 5 (15) + 10 WP  15 
Table G 

 

Chapter V – Character Sheet 

And that’s that. Martine is basically done, all I need is to write it all up in a nice Character Sheet. 

While the sheet supplied with the rulebook is fine for playing, I generally like to put Characters in a 

custom sheet if I am displaying them for others to take a look at. 

You can find the sheet on the next page. 
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Martine 
Class: Wizard Mentalist 

 

Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 6 DEX 9 CON 5 INT 9 POW 10 WP 9 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 15 MR 55 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30 

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 5 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 10 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Access to One Psychic Discipline -2, The Gift -2, Aptitude in a Field (Creative) -2, Psychic Inclination -2, 

Vulnerable to Pain +1, Physical Weakness +1, Psychic Consumption +2 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Unarmed 

Attack: 10 Unarmed 

Block: 10 Unarmed 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT:  / 

 

Magic 

MA: 30 (30 Recovery) 

Zeon: 385 

Projection: 65/25 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

40 Darkness 

Psychic 

Psychic Potential: 70 

Projection: 65 

Innate Slots: 1 

Total PP: 10 

Free PP: 0 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Sentience: Intensify Feelings, Detect Feelings, 

Create Feelings 

Matrix Powers: Destroy Matrices 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Style 40, Notice 10, Search 10, Art 45, Dance 45, Music 85 (Singing), Sleight of Hand 15, Magic 

Appraisal 30, Memorize 20, Occult 25, Composure 15 

 

 

Chapter VI – Conclusion 

So much for my walkthrough. I hope it was helpful for someone out there. The character we ended 

up with might not be exceptionally powerful. It might not fit the play style of your group. However, I 

believe it is a more diverse walkthrough to show the different aspects of Character Creation in Anima 

than the one in the rulebook and it should allow a GM to explain the more difficult supernatural 

disciplines. 
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If you liked (or didn’t like) this walkthrough, if you found some mistakes or errors, if you have any 

questions whatsoever or if you just want to say Hi, drop me a message on the international or 

german forums by PM (Nickname: Cathar the Great) or in the thread of the Walkthrough. 

International Forums: http://cipher-studios.com/AnimaBB/index.php 

German Forums: http://forum.hokuwo.de 

 

See you soon, 

Peter 
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Entertainment or Fantasy Flight Games. 
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